Abstract. This paper deals with denial of service attack. Overview of the existing attacks and methods is proposed. Classification scheme is presented for a different denial of service attacks. There is considered agent-based intrusion detection systems architecture. Considered main components and working principles for a systems of such kind.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past most of the attacks targeted a single system, in an attempt to disable it or to gain an unauthorized access to the data in the system. Today, the most dangerous threats no longer attack hosts, but rather the network infrastructure: worms and Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attacks launched from bot nets are currently a significant threat, and the protection options remain limited. These attacks are currently used to extort the money from service providers for not launching DOS attacks against their sites.
The main principle of the Internet was openness. Thus, it infrastructure was created under this scheme. However, the price of this success is a weakness in security. In the Internet, anyone can send any packet to anyone without being authenticated, while the receiver has to process any packet that arrives to a provided service. The lack of authentication means that attackers can create a fake identity, and send malicious traffic. All systems connected to the Internet are potential targets for attacks since the openness of the Internet makes them accessible to attack traffic.
One of the most dangerous attacker's activities is a Denial of Service (DoS) attack [1] . DoS attack aims to stop the service provided by a target. It can be launched in two forms. The first form is to exploit software vulnerabilities of a target by sending malformed packets and crash the system.
The second form is to use massive volumes of useless traffic to occupy all the resources that could service legitimate traffic. While it is possible to protect the first form of attack by patching known vulnerabilities, the second form of attack cannot be so easily prevented. When the traffic of a DoS attack comes from multiple sources, it called a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack. By using multiple attack sources, the power of a DDoS attack is amplified and the problem of defense is made more complicated. 2 
II. OVERVIEW OF ATTACK TYPES
Currently we have numerous DoS attack types. Each attack uses some special exploit of Internet protocols or software weaknesses. For example, these attacks could be launched directly overwhelming by large packets (UDP, ICMP flood), using reflectors (Smurf, Fraggle), and sending too long packets (Ping of Death), wrong packets (Land). Recently one can see progress in this field -new attack types cause damage to computer systems. Novel type of attack, with a low average rate, exploits the transients of a system's dynamic behavior. The low-rate attacks introduce significant inefficiencies that tremendously reduce system capacity or service quality. In the literature, this kind of network assault is called shrew attack [2] or Reduction of Quality (RoQ) attack [3] .
Various attacks has special characteristic. In work [4] we propose following parameter set.
(Fig 1.):
• Attack type. Security experts segregate DoS attacks into two categories: distributed (attack from many sources) and non-distributed (attack from one computer).
• Attack direction. Attack directions divided on network resources and target resources.
• Attack scheme. Generally speaking, attack scheme can be direct (direct sending of malicious traffic), reflector (traffic reflects from other computers) or hidden (malicious traffic hidden in legal).
• Attack method. Method defines vulnerability that used during attack. Targeted attack uses vulnerability of software, services, and protocols. The primary goal of a consumption attack is to consume all possible available resources (usually network resources) to shut down a system.
Exploitive attacks target bugs in operating systems. III. SYSTEM MODEL When we build Detection and Reaction System against denial of service attacks one can face with two main problems:
 New attack types. New attacks constantly arise. Moreover they became more intellectual and sophisticated.
 Change in characteristics of defended system. While we build defense system we use some assumption about routine working. If system behavior changes then correct working of a scheme of defense is questionable.
These problems connected with modeling defended system as dynamic control system.
When we have such model one can find out if system behavior became anomaly. Fig. 2 Three-layer system model.
Let we have computer system connected to the Internet (Fig. 2) . System could be divided on three large parts Let us define typical architecture of multi-agent Intrusion Detection system [5] . The goal of the proposed architecture is to provide a near-real time autonomous attack discovery and response, replacing the direct human decision-making by well defined policies regulating autonomous runtime system decisions. The architecture is distributed, based on a peer-to-peer cooperation of autonomous agents:
• Detection and Reaction Agents (DRA) is the intelligent core of the system. They are located on appropriate hosts or network elements in the protected network and are responsible for collaborative traffic analysis, attack detection and planning of the reaction. They incorporate the trust model (or similar technology) used for attack detection and classification. Their decisionmaking in the reaction phase is governed by user-defined policies.
• Network Sensors (NS) are specialized agents that observe the traffic on the network, perform the low level analysis and feature extraction and inform the DRA's about their observations. They may also directly detect known malicious traffic (by means of signature detection) and raise an alarm. If appropriate, they may be collocated with DRA's.
• Host Sensors (HS) are the agents that reside on the host and are able to raise an alarm when they suspect an intrusion attempt. This alarm is then used for evaluation of the past traffic towards the host by the DRA's. 5 • Reconfigurable Network Elements (NE) are used by DRA agents to implement the protection mechanism when a new kind of attack is detected. The agents in the community operate in three conceptual phases (Fig. 3) . In the first phase, One of the important assumptions we make is that the protected system contains many heterogeneous hosts with a variety of Host Sensors. Therefore, given the random propagation strategy of typical worm attacks, we shall be able to identify the attack on the hosts that are not vulnerable and are appropriately protected.
Each DRA maintains its own instance of the trust model, and can extend the basic shared feature space with unique features of its own. To communicate these values between the DRA's, the agents use a reputation mechanism in both subscribe -inform and query mode. Such mechanism will ensure that once the attack is suspected by a single DRA, its classification will spread through the system and allow the other DRA to react faster. On the other hand, they are still autonomous to
